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Abstract
An emergent line in postural rehabilitation of dizzy patients is the use of various technical devices, based on creating external feedback postural cues. In this paper we 
evaluated the effects on postural control of balancing a book on the head, a method available for almost everyone. We tested 12 healthy volunteers (7 males, 5 females), 
aged 20-45 years, with and without balancing a book on the head, standing on a force platform while being posturally perturbed by vibratory simulation to the calf-
muscles of the leg. The test conditions balancing a book on the head or not, with eyes open or closed were randomized in order to account for simple order effects.

Balancing a book stabilized postural sway when the eyes were open, predominantly by reducing the anteroposterior sway path and by decreasing the slow compensatory 
postural adjustments <0.1Hz (p=0.002). 

The stabilizing effect of balancing a book could possibly be attributed to either external sensory information or a diversion of attention from maintaining postural 
control towards external focus (i.e. balancing a book constitutes a cognitive task). The study shows that a simple task as balancing a book affects postural control and 
could be used in rehabilitation of patients with postural imbalance.
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Introduction
Upright bipedal stance involve both feed-back and feed-forward 

mechanisms [1]. Feed-back control depends on sensory input (vision, 
vestibular and proprioceptive) that are processed, integrated and 
weighted to their relative importance and context in the central nervous 
system (CNS) [2]. Feed-forward mechanisms depend upon previous 
postural and sensory experience as well as anticipatory expectance 
and involve the concept of “internal models”, whose output consists 
of preformed neuromuscular strategies activated in given situations 
automatically or voluntarily (anticipated movements) [3].

Poor postural control, sometimes expressed as dizziness/imbalance, 
can most often and to some extent be rehabilitated through exercises. 
This has been demonstrated both in isolated sensory loss (e.g. unilateral 
vestibular deafferentation) [4] and in central nervous dysfunction (e.g. 
multisensory deficits) [5,6]. The traditional rehabilitation procedures 
entail physiotherapeutic exercises best exemplified by individualized 
vestibular rehabilitation, designed to enhance both other sensory cues 
and central vestibular compensation mechanisms [7]. Training with 
technical devices such as Vertiguard [8], and the Wii-Fit balance 
board [9] has been shown to enhance postural control in a number of 
different clinical diagnoses. The devices act by creating external feed-
back cues, thus intensifying the intrinsic feed-back mechanisms, and 
in the end enhance postural corrections. The devices are commercially 
available but cost money and thus not available for all. Historically, 
a common method to correct bad posture was to let subjects balance 
a book on their head, inducing a more erect and straight posture. 
In theory, balancing a book on the head could also affect postural 
control in 2 ways; by diverting attention from standing still or through 
providing gravitational cues that might affect postural alignment and 
also postural control.

Postural control can be studied either by examining upright stance 

with or without postural perturbations. It is generally held that in order 
to evaluate the dynamics of the system (adaptation, disclose pathology) 
some sort of perturbation is needed [10]. The ability to adapt to 
postural disturbances such as vibratory stimulation of the calf muscles 
can be demonstrated by posturography [11,12]. Vibration applied to a 
muscle or a muscle tendon increases the firing of the muscle spindles, 
thus signaling that the muscle is being stretched [13]. The stimulated 
muscle responds with a reflexive contraction (tonic vibratory reflex) 
[14]. In healthy subjects, the repeated high-intensity vibration of the 
calf muscles induces greater body sway that usually decreases over time 
by adaptation [11].

The aim for the study was to evaluate whether postural control can 
be affected through the act of balancing a book on the head in healthy 
controls during vibratory postural perturbations.

Material and methods
We studied 12 healthy paid volunteers (7 male, 5 female) aged 20-

45 years (mean 27 ± 7 years), weight 60-110 kg (mean 77.1 ± 13.6 kg), 
and with body length of 167-190 cm (mean 1.80 ± 0.1 m). None of the 
subjects had any experience of similar tests and were naive concerning 
the study protocol and the methods employed. No one had experienced 
any otoneurological, neurological, psychiatric, orthopedic or hearing 
disorder or was using any medication except oral contraceptives. 
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Alcoholic beverages and sedative drugs were proscribed for 24 hours 
preceding the testing. Informed written consent was obtained from 
all the subjects, the experiments were done in accordance with the 
Helsinki Declaration of 2004, and ethical approval from the local 
ethical board was obtained. 

Test conditions were randomized to account for simple order 
effects; with and without balancing a book on the head, and with eyes 
open (EO) and eyes closed (EC). The book measured 215x150x15mm 
and weighed 340 grams. Test procedure was uniform and the same 
examiner performed all tests. The subjects were instructed to stand 
erect but not at attention, with arms crossed over the chest and feet 
at an angle of about 30 degrees open to the front and with the heals 
approximately 3 cm apart on a force platform. For the open eyes 
condition, the subjects were able to fixate on a mark on the wall 1.5 
meters away and at the level of the subject’s eyes. In between the tests 
the subjects were allowed to rest if they so wished. In order to minimize 
the external disturbances for the test subjects, the recordings were 
performed while the test subjects listened to the same classical music 
sequence relayed through headphones. 

Method
Postural control was evaluated by perturbing bipedal stance while 

standing on a force platform (400x400x75 mm) equipped with six 
strain-gauge sensors (Figure 1). Forces and torques actuated by the 
feet were recorded with six degrees of freedom by a custom-built force 
platform, with accuracy better than 0.5 N. The vibrations were applied 
to the muscles by two cylindrical vibrators (0.06 m long and 0.01 m 
in diameters), held in place with an elastic strap around each leg. The 
vibration amplitude was 1.0 mm amplitude at a constant frequency of 
85 Hz. The vibratory stimulation was executed according to a computer 
controlled pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) schedule [15] for 
205 seconds by turning on/off the vibratory stimulation. The vibratory 
stimulation of 200s was preceded by a period of 30s of quiet stance. 
Each recorded test was divided into quiet stance and 4 perturbation 
periods (30–80, 80–130, 130–180, and 180–230 seconds, respectively), 
in order to be able to analyze differences in induced postural sway over 
time. 

The PRBS schedule was composed of stimulation shift periods 
with random duration between 0.8 - 6.4 seconds (yielding an effective 
bandwidth of 0.1-2.5 Hz). Thus, the designated PRBS stimuli covered 
a broad power spectrum and the randomized stimulation reduced 

the opportunity to make anticipative and pre-emptive adjustments. 
Each of the perturbation periods contained the same amplitude and 
duration of perturbing stimulus.

Data analysis

Torque was measured and the variance of the torque values was 
analyzed. Postural stability during quiet stance is commonly analyzed 
using force platforms and the movements of the centre of pressure 
(CoP), i.e., the point of application of the ground reaction force. 
Torque correspond to CoP and torque τ can be calculated from the 
formula τ = CoP · Fz; where Fz ≈ m · g; where m = the assessed subjects 
mass (in kg) and g = gravitational constant 9.81 (meter/s2). Hence, 
changes in recorded torque are equivalent to changes in CoP [16]. We 
present torque in the form of energy used towards the support surface 
to maintain stability [17], which in turn corresponds to the efficiency 
of standing [18]. Changes in recorded torque from the force platform 
correspond well to the actual body movements and posture changes 
induced by vibratory stimulus [19]. The formula for variance is given 
by; 
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The torque variance values were normalized to account for 
anthropometric differences between the subjects, using the subject’s 
squared height and squared mass, as height and mass are key factors 
influencing the body sway recorded by a force platform [17,20]. The 
squared nature of the variance algorithm made it necessary to use 
normalization with squared parameters to achieve unit agreement.

In the data analysis, the variance of torque was divided into three 
categories, total, low (<0.10 Hz), and high frequency (>0.10 Hz) (Figure 
1). A fifth-order digital Finite duration Impulse Response (FIR) filter 
[21], with filter components selected to avoid aliasing was used for 
spectral separation. The frequency cut-off level of 0.1 Hz was based on 
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) analysis of the sway composition 
under EO and EC conditions [22]. The frequency limit at 0.1 Hz was 
also based upon empirical tests on recorded body sway, which have 
shown that this frequency limit is efficient when separating between 
fast corrective movements to maintain balance, and the smooth 
corrective changes in the overall stance [23]. In order to be able to 
discern the direction of postural sway the analyses were separated into 
anteroposterior and lateral sway, since vibratory perturbation mainly 
generate body sway in the anteroposterior plane and thus constitute 
the major postural response. 

Statistics

The data was analyzed using a repeated measures GLM univariate 
ANOVA (General Linear Model univariate Analysis of Variance) test 
on log-transformed values [24]. In the GLM analysis, p-values <0.05 
were considered statistically significant. With the GLM ANOVA 
variables, “book on the head”, “vision (EO,EC)”, and “adaptation 
(difference between the different periods)”, were analyzed with regard 
to their individual and combined effect on the posturography data. 
Since the results suggested significant effects from different visual 
conditions, the study includes a post-hoc analysis in the different visual 

Figure 1. Posturography test.
Drawn figure of the posturography procedure. The graph depicts raw data of generated 
torque during quiets stance and the 4 periods of vibratory stimulation. The generated forces 
were divided depending on the speed of correctional movements around the frequency of 
0.1Hz, thus distinguishing fast reflexive movements from postural adjustments.
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conditions, again by the use of GLM univariate ANOVA.

Results
None of the subjects dropped their book during the measurements, 

nor did any patient fall or needed to take a step in order to maintain 
balance. Vision improved postural stability in the high frequency 
range >0.1 Hz (p=0.015) during quiet standing (Figure 2 and Table 1). 
Balancing a book on the head during quiet stance had no significant 
effect on postural stability in quiet standing (Table 1).

During vibratory perturbation (Table 2 and Figure 3) visual cues 
(EO) significantly improved postural anteroposterior stability in all 
frequencies of movements (total p<0.001, <0.1Hz p=0.008, >0.1Hz 
p<0.001). Vision also reduced lateral sway in total (p=0.001) and >0.1Hz 
(p<0.001). Over time or from period to period the induced body sway 
in anteroposterior direction decreased in all frequencies of movement 
(p<0.001), but in lateral sway only in low frequency movements <0.1Hz 
(p=0.023). Balancing a book on the head combined with visual cues 
(EO) significantly improved postural stability in anteroposterior sway 
<0.1 Hz (p=0.002). 

The post-hoc analysis of the different visual conditions (Figure 2) 
revealed that balancing a book on the head improved postural stability 

during EO in total anteroposterior sway (p=0.032) and total lateral 
sway (p=0.020), with the majority of improvement in sway <0.1Hz in 
both anteroposterior (p=0.009) and lateral plane p=0.045).

Figure 4A-B depicts the area on the platform, upon which the 
balancing forces, from one subject, were actuated during eyes open 
condition and balancing a book (B) or not (A). The area over which 
the subject exerted correctional forces decreased considerably in the 
anteroposterior plane when standing with a book on the head.

Discussion
Postural parameters were affected by balancing a book on the 

head. During postural perturbations (vibratory calf stimulation) the 
stability improved significantly when the subjects had a book on their 
heads, with less forces actuated on the platform i.e., less energy was 
spent while standing. The graph in figure 2 also suggest that balancing 
a book on the head also affect postural control in quiet stance (without 
perturbation) with and without visual cues, though the difference was 
not significant. The improvement might have been due to that the 
book’s weight provided an external gravity reference, or to that the 
balancing act diverted attention from maintaining postural control 
towards a focus on keeping the book on the head (i.e., balancing a book 
constituted a minor cognitive task), or both.  

As an external reference, it is possible that the book conveyed 
information about head movements since changes of the books 
pressure on the head would signal changes of the gravitation vector of 
the head and thus help the postural control system to attenuate body 
sway during a perturbation, as a kind of haptic control. Very much 
in the same way as the somatosensory system can provide a spatial 
reference frame for the postural control system by simply touching an 
object during postural perturbations, and thus relating to allocentric 
reference frames [25]. Both the task of maintaining postural control 
and balancing a book would have the aim to stabilize the head in space 
through a top-down representation [26], and possibly also explain why 
postural sway was predominantly affected by the book-balancing act 
during test conditions with eyes open.

Cognitive influence on postural control has been investigated 
during different conditions (dual-task, backwards counting, digital 
tasks etc.) with various results.  The theory is that a postural and a 
cognitive task effectuated at the same time compete for a finite cortical 
capacity, and that the task perceived as most important is given priority 
[27]. We did not measure any performance of the book-balancing act 
other than recording that none dropped their book, so in this sense the 
present study does not evaluate dual tasks. Generally it appears that 

A

B

Fig 2. Quiet stance posturography with and without balancing a book on the head.
Presented values are the mean and standard error of mean (SEM).
black bars = no book, grey bars = balancing a book on the head

Quiet stance Book Vision Book
Vision

Anteroposterior 
sway Total

p-value 0.472 0.341 0.596
F 0.6 1.0 0.2

<0.1 Hz
p-value 0.360 0.457 0.908
F 0.9 0.6 0.0

>0.1 Hz
p-value 0.657 0.015 0.278
F 0.2 8.7 0.278

Lateral sway
Total

p-value 0.105 0.777 0.491
F 3.2 0.1 0.5

<0.1 Hz
p-value 0.058 0.805 0.188
F 4.6 0.1 2.0

>0.1 Hz
p-value 0.143 0.712 0.739
F 2.5 0.1 0.1

Table 1. GLM-ANOVA statistics of quiet stance data.
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Vibratory 
Perturbation

Book Vision Period Book
Vision

Book 
period

Vision
Period

Book Vision
Period

Antero
Posterior
Sway

Total p-value 0.179 <0.001 <0.001 0.114 0.363 0.309 0.180
F 2.1 66.7 53.2 2.9 0.9 1.1 2.1

<0.1 Hz p-value 0.263 0.008 <0.001 0.002 0.371 0.165 0.549
F 1.4 10.3 66.0 16.0 0.9 2.2 0.4

>0.1 Hz p-value 0.287 <0.001 <0.001 0.606 0.465 0.053 0.342
F 1.3 90.7 29.2 0.3 0.6 4.7 1.0

Lateral
Sway

Total p-value 0.082 0.001 0.121 0.969 0.101 0.197 0.622
F 3.7 20.3 2.8 0.0 3.2 1.9 0.3

<0.1 Hz p-value 0.108 0.178 0.023 0.430 0.434 0.244 0.117
F 3.1 2.1 6.9 0.7 0.7 1.5 2.9

>0.1 Hz p-value 0.225 <0.001 0.371 0.434 0.154 0.064 0.239
F 1,7 40.5 0.9 0.7 2.3 4.2 1.6

Table 2. GLM ANOVA statistics during the 4 periods of vibratory perturbation. 

A B

C D

Fig 3. Posturography during the 4 periods of vibratory perturbation.
The post-hoc GLM ANOVA statistics are given in the figure, with the F-value within brackets. Presented values are the mean and standard error of mean (SEM).
black bars = no book, grey bars = balancing a book on the head
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cognitive tasks affect postural control negatively if it already is impaired 
[28,29], or if the cognitive capacity itself is reduced [22]. The impact of a 
cognitive task seems also to be relative to the difficulty of the task, where 
postural sway decreases with increasing cognitive demand [30,31]. 
Taken together if balancing of a book constitutes a cognitive task or a 
task given priority, the results would make sense, i.e. that postural sway 
decreased during an easy task (EO) but was unaffected during a more 
difficult postural task (EC). The consequences from failure of the book 
task, i.e. dropping the book, were not severe and as such the task would 
not be given priority during EC and thus may not have constituted 
an external focus (compared to the vibratory perturbation) during 
EC condition. The lack of “book-effect” during EC could also suggest 
more dependence on vestibular and somatosensory feedback cues than 
on book-gravity cues. For rehabilitation purposes the EO condition is 
similar to most conditions involved in daily activities. 

The balancing of a book on the head primarily improved postural 
control when visual cues were available. The improvement consisted 
of a change into a more stable position and through a reduction of 
the smooth corrective body movements in overall stance. The area 
over which the CoP was exerted during perturbations changed when 
balancing a book. The anteroposterior swaypath became reduced and 

A

B

Fig 4. Platform recording.

The area on the platform over which correctional forces were actuated during the vibratory 
perturbation in one subject during eyes open test. A= no book, B= balancing a book on 
the head

since there thus is greater distance to postural limits, where the CoP 
exceeds the base of support, the reduction of swaypath could entail 
a greater capacity for postural adjustments. There was no change of 
the reflexive (>0.1Hz) corrective body movements, suggesting that the 
book-balancing act did not affect fast corrective adjustments involved 
in feed-back control. 

Postural control improved during the perturbations over time, 
which supports earlier results [32], and the improvement was most 
pronounced during eyes closed and in anteroposterior direction. 
Adaptation to postural perturbations is mostly seen in the reflexive, 
feed-back dependent quick movements >0.1Hz [32], and this capacity 
for adaptation was not augmented by balancing a book in any 
condition, nor frequency. It could be that any effects from the book 
were attenuated, since the adaptation to postural perturbations without 
a book already was great [32].

Conclusion
The study demonstrates that balancing a book on the head affects 

postural sway and reduces the energy spent while standing. The concept 
constitutes an easy and accessible method, which could be attractive 
from a postural rehabilitation perspective, though the effect on patients 
with poor postural control with imbalance and/or dizziness remains to 
be studied.
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